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Board Meeting 
Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency

Date: October 22, 2020 
Time: 4:00 p.m. 

Location: 
https://scwa-ca-gov.zoom.us/j/94518362799?pwd=QnNnSmp6Z05XZjRqVFNzc3ROVUxwQT09 

Meeting ID: 945 1836 2799 
Passcode: 013558 

(833) 548-0282 US Toll-free

        http://www.petalumavalleygroundwater.org 

Agenda 
1. Call to Order and Roll Call

2. Consent Calendar
a. Approve Minutes of August 27, 2020
b. Approve Year-to-Date Financial Report
c. Approve Year-to-Date Member Agency Contributions

3. Directors/Subcommittee Report

4. Advisory Committee Report

5. Information items
a. Groundwater Model and 50-Year Projections: Receive update on Practitioners Working

Groups, and climate projections to be used in groundwater model and water budget.
b. Draft Sustainable Management Criteria – Degraded Water Quality: Receive update on

Sustainable Management Criteria for Degraded Water Quality

6. Action Items
a. Proposed Policy for Decisions between Board Meetings – Consider and possibly adopt a

policy that would allow for policy decisions to be made between Board meetings
b. Rural Community Outreach Liaison – Consider authorizing the Chair to appoint a liaison to

the rural community outreach project
c. Reappointment of Advisory Committee members – Reappoint interest-based Advisory

Committee members

7. Legal Counsel, Plan Manager and Administrator Report

8. Public comment on matters not listed on the agenda but within the subject matter
jurisdiction of the Board

9. Adjournment
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Member Agency Directors Alternates 

City of Petaluma Michael Healy Kent Caruthers 
County of Sonoma David Rabbitt James Gore 
North Bay Water District Carolyn Wasem Mike Sanciagomo 
Sonoma County Water Agency Susan Gorin James Gore 
Sonoma Resource Conservation District Bruce Abelli-Amen Jennifer Kuszmar 

Special Accommodations: If you have a disability which requires an accommodation, an 
alternative format, or requires another person to assist you while attending this meeting, please 
contact Ann DuBay, (707) 524-8378, as soon as possible to ensure arrangements for 
accommodation. 

Public Comment: Any member of the audience desiring to address the Board on a matter on the 
agenda: Please ‘raise your hand’ via Zoom options. If calling into the meeting, please unmute 
yourself when the Chair asks for public comments and let the Chair know that you have a 
comment. Please state your name clearly and slowly. The public may comment on closed session 
items prior to the Board adjourning to closed session. In order that all interested parties have an 
opportunity to speak, please be brief and limit your comments to the subject under discussion. 
Each person is usually granted three minutes to speak; time limitations are at the discretion of the 
Chair. While members of the public are welcome to address the Board, under the Brown Act Board 
members may not deliberate or take action on items not on the agenda, and generally may only 
listen. 

Meeting Documents: The associated documentation is available at the offices of the local 
agencies listed above and on the website at: http://petalumavalleygroundwater.org/. 
Any changes to the date of the hearing, or any other updates will be noticed on the above website. 
For more information, please contact Ann DuBay, Ann.DuBay@SCWA.ca.gov.  
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

Board Meeting 
Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency

Draft Meeting Minutes 

Date: August 27, 2020 
Time: 4:00 p.m. 

Location:  
https://scwa-ca-gov.zoom.us/j/95619601034?pwd=SkJURjB1bE83a2tKd3dQd29UTlNXQT09 

Meeting ID: 956 1960 1034 
http://www.petalumavalleygroundwater.org 

Agenda 
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
Chairman David Rabbitt called the meeting to order at 4: 01 p.m. and roll call was conducted by
Marcus Trotta. Chairman David Rabbitt, Vice-Chairman Bruce Abelli-Amen, Director Susan Gorin,
Director Carolyn Wasem, and Director Mike Healy were present. Also, in attendance were Jay
Jasperse, Plan Manager; Marcus Trotta, Technical Staff; Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach staff; Kent
Carothers, City of Petaluma; Jason Beatty, City of Petaluma; Chelsea Thompson, City of Petaluma;
John Shribbs, AC member (joined late) and Simone Peters, recorder of meeting minutes.

2. Consent Calendar
a. Approve Minutes of June 25, 2020
b. Approve Year-to-Date Financial Report
c. Approve Year-to-Date Member Agency Contributions
d. Approve Fiscal Year 2020-21 Budget Adjustment

Director Abelli-Amen commented on the good quality minutes from the last meeting. 

No public comment. 

Director Abelli-Amen moved to approve the Consent Calendar as presented, seconded by Director 
Healy. The motion passed unanimously 5-0-0. 

Roll Call Vote 
Director Abelli-Amen -aye 
Director Gorin -aye 
Director Healy -aye 
Director Rabbitt -aye 
Director Wasem -aye 

3. Directors/Subcommittee Report
None. 
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

4. Advisory Committee Report
Marcus Trotta told the Board members that a written report is in the meeting packet and 
summarized that Sustainable Management criteria for land subsidence and seawater intrusion were 
the focus of last Advisory Committee meeting. The next meeting will take place on September 9 with 
focus on water budget, climate change scenarios and water quality degradation. 

No public comment. 

5. Information items
None. 

6. Action Items
a. Draft Sustainable Management Criteria – Seawater Intrusion: Receive update on GSP,
and provide feedback on proposed Sustainable Management Criteria for Seawater Intrusion

This item requests Board input and recommendation regarding the key elements of a proposed draft 
SMC for seawater intrusion that is being developed by staff with input from the Advisory 
Committee.   

Jay Jasperse said staff was bringing two proposals for draft Sustainable Management Criteria to the 
Board for their consideration. He reviewed work to-date on the SMC Seawater Intrusion describing 
key points and considerations and reminding the Board that impacts from sea level rise are not 
required to be addressed in Sustainable Management Criteria. Because of a lack of data, staff is 
proposing an adaptive approach, rather than presenting a range of options, with the aim to refine it 
at the five-year review.  

The GSA is not responsible for seawater intrusion due to sea level rise or wetlands restoration and 
other land use activities in the Baylands that could affect the occurrence of saline groundwater in 
the future. Jasperse said the proposed approach for significant and Unreasonable Conditions is 
“Seawater intrusion inland of areas of existing brackish groundwater due to groundwater pumping is 
a significant and unreasonable condition”. 

Marcus Trotta explained the adaptive approach for Minimum Threshold, three options for 
Measurable Objective and proposed approach for Undesirable Results. 

Board Questions/Comments 
Director Abelli-Amen – The interface between saline or brackish and fresh water is typically a 
sloping plane, is it just one point per well or is it depth dependent? 

Trotta – We have only defined one single principal aquifer as we don’t have enough information 
to divide it up into more than one. There would be one ISO contour but with seawater intrusion 
there is a depth dependent component to it, and we will take it into consideration when we 
map out the contours. 
Director Abelli-Amen – I imagine it would be unusual to have a well that is constructed so you 
can monitor it at different levels? 
Trotta – We are planning to construct some depth dependent wells in the Petaluma Valley. 
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

Director Healy – You say the GSA isn’t responsible for seawater intrusion due to sea level rise, how 
do you distinguish between seawater intrusion due to sea level rise or other things? 

Trotta – That is a challenge. If we see changes in chloride concentration in wells, we will look at 
nearby wells to see if there have been changes in pumping or groundwater level declines. 
Jasperse – We will also rely on the numerical model to look at that. 
Director Healy – Will you be looking at the proximity of the wells to tidal influence of rivers and 
creeks and the shift over time? 
Jasperse – Yes. 

Director Wasem – How vast is your database right now for establishing baseline of chloride so we 
know how dependent it is on groundwater pumping or something else? Do we have a good 
database related to that? 

Trotta – It will have to be improved over time. Similarly, with distribution of groundwater level 
data, there are lots of data gaps; it is the main reason we are proposing this adaptive approach. 
Director Wasem – I suggest you speak to some Ag folks because I know Jackson Family Wines 
and a lot of people in the various sustainability programs already test well water on a regular 
basis. I don’t know if they test for chloride or other constituents but that could easily be added 
to their tests that are conducted at least once every three years. 
Trotta – If the data can be made available to the GSA, it would be very helpful. 

Jasperse – The questions highlight the consequences of developing this SMC; this is the best data we 
have so you can see why we aren’t confident to take anything other than the adaptive approach. 

Director Healy – If we picked a measurable objective that was more stringent than the Minimum 
Threshold, does that obligate the agency to take proactive steps to try to achieve the Measurable 
Objectives? 

Trotta – When setting your Measurable Objective, you need to identify interim milestones on 
how you get there over the course of twenty years. DWR would review them every five years. 
DWR is really looking for the avoidance of undesirable results.  
Director Healy – It sounds like a more protective Measurable Objective could be more expensive 
for us. 
Trotta – Yes, potentially. 

Director Abelli-Amen – I would say Option 3 would be very difficult to achieve, you’re really 
reversing seawater intrusion and that’s very expensive. 

Jasperse – We discussed this with the Advisory Committee. One might lean more towards 
Option 1 at this point. We will have the opportunity to revisit this in five years when we have 
some better data. 

Director Healy – Is there any basis for distinguishing between areas that are within the city limits 
and outside the city limits? There might be more concern in the unincorporated areas where people 
are relying on wealth. Is it a distinction we can or want to make? 

Trotta – We can describe those differences in the text of the GSP. 
Jasperse – I don’t think we have two Minimum Thresholds. 
Director Healy – It seems if the city’s wells are outside the area that could be affected, it might 
take care of itself. I see we have City staff on the line, maybe they can help. 
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

Jason Beatty – I can check and get back to you when the meeting is over. [Later during the 
meeting] Jason Beatty said he had spoken with Kent Carothers about the well sighting and the 
criteria. He said it was the first time they had seen the map. The southern part of the map 
doesn’t seem to be a problem, but they would need more information about the northern part 
where the wells are and how the different criteria may impact the city well. There are currently 
no issues with chloride. 
Jasperse – It comes back to the lack of data and getting a better data monitoring network, so we 
know what we are up against and then acting and refining the SMC in five years. 

Marcus Trotta said the Advisory Committee recommended Option 1 (6-1 vote of 10 members 
present) for the Measurable Objective is: 

Same location and same concentration as Minimum Threshold – e.g. 250mg/l inland of baseline 
isocontour.  

For defining Undesirable Results – it occurs when two conditions are met: 

The Minimum Threshold is triggered because the monitoring data indicates that the current 
extent of the 250 mg/l chloride isocontour encroaches inland relative to the Minimum Threshold 
Reference contour and 

The Minimum Threshold exceedance is caused by groundwater pumping. 

Director Abelli-Amen – When you say any encroachment, that means a foot of encroachment would 
be an undesirable result. If one well goes from below to above 250, would that be considered 
encroachment or how would you define that? 

Trotta – That would be defined based on the contouring which is going to be based on 
concentrations detected at wells. It is essentially looking at changes in concentrations in wells 
year to year and that is why we built in the three consecutive years of Minimum Threshold 
exceedances. 
Director Abelli-Amen – And it does seem like some discussion of the sensitivity of the change. 
There is variability in those, it could look like there is a change and there isn’t a change, or it 
might not show a change. Looks like a sensitivity analysis on the contouring would be needed. 
Trotta – Yes, including some sort of sensitivity analysis would help. 

Based on the feedback received and the information just provided, staff recommends that: 

1. Seawater intrusion inland of areas of existing brackish groundwater that may affect
beneficial uses of water is considered significant and unreasonable

2. The MT be set as a 250 mg/L chloride “reference” isocontour
3. Undesirable result determination also incorporate:

a. Three consecutive years of MT exceedances
b. Correlation assessment with groundwater-levels

Jay Jasperse reiterated that using the ISO contours is required by DWR so it’s a methodology we 
need to use. He said the Advisory Committee concurred with staff recommendations above, and we 
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

will revisit this Sustainable Management Criteria at the five-year milestone for any potential 
refinement or changes. 

Director Rabbitt – I am glad the approach we are taking is adaptive and iterative, I appreciate that. 

No public comment. 

Director Healy motioned to approve the sustainable management criteria as outlined, seconded by 
Director Gorin. The motion passed unanimously 5-0-0. 

Roll Call Vote 
Director Abelli-Amen -aye 
Director Gorin - aye 
Director Healy -aye 
Director Rabbitt -aye 
Director Wasem -aye 

Jay Jasperse announced that Petaluma Valley GSA is the first of the Sonoma County GSAs to move 
forward with an SMC. 

b. Draft Sustainable Management Criteria - Land Subsidence: Provide feedback to staff
and take possible action on proposed draft Sustainable Management Criteria for Land
Subsidence

This item requests Board feedback on the overall approach to the draft SMC for land subsidence and 
to consider approval of one of the draft options for undesirable result determination, with the 
understanding that all the SMCs will be revisited in total prior to final adoption. 

Jay Jasperse reviewed the key points/considerations for land subsidence, highlighting the GSAs are 
only responsible for managing inelastic subsidence caused by groundwater pumping. 

Marcus Trotta provided information on InSAR data considerations. He followed with the staff 
recommendation for Significant and Unreasonable conditions: 

Any inelastic subsidence caused by groundwater pumping is a significant and unreasonable 
condition, everywhere in the subbasin and regardless of the beneficial uses and users. 

The recommendation for Measurable Objective is: 

The Measurable Objective for land subsidence is 0.1 feet* per year total subsidence (elastic & 
inelastic) measured by InSAR for each 100-meter x 100-meter grid. 

The recommendation for Minimum Threshold is: 

The Minimum Threshold for land subsidence is 0.1 feet per year of total subsidence (elastic and 
inelastic) measured by InSAR for each 100 meter by 100-meter grid. 
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

The staff recommendation for Undesirable Result (with option) is: 

1. Undesirable result occurs if:
a. Annual MT of 0.1 feet total subsidence due is exceeded OR
b. Cumulative total subsidence of 0.2 feet is exceeded within 5-year period
c. AND MT exceedance is determined to be correlated with: (1) groundwater pumping and (2)

a MT exceedance of the Chronic Lowering of GWLs SMC (e.g., groundwater levels have fallen
below historical lows).

Options for undesirable result determination based on minimum-sized area over which subsidence 
occurs are 2.5 acres, 25 acres, and 50 acres. 

Jay Jasperse said that staff asked the Advisory Committee for their feedback about 1.a, b, and c. 
6-1 voted in support of this. One was against, the rural residential representative felt 0.1 per year or
the 0.2 feet cumulative was too sensitive and would prefer to see a larger number. Overall, 6-1
supported 1. a or b and c. The Advisory Committee was then asked about the size/area option.
There was strong support for 50 acres, 6-1 voted in favor. The one vote against was from the
environmental representative who felt the area was too big. There was mixed support for 25 acres
(4 in favor, 3 against), and no support for 2.5 acres.

Board Questions/Comments  
Director Rabbitt – How were the sizes selected? 

Jasperse – The sizes were selected because each pixel is equal to InSAR’s. 
Director Rabbitt – I have a feeling that if we select things and then want to get additional data, 
the onus is always going to be on us to prove a change. Do we want to go in more liberal or 
conservative? We could find ourselves getting squeezed into a corner with limited data. If it 
becomes a bureaucratic situation about changing a number that we think is unreasonable, how 
hard will it be? 
Jasperse – My opinion is, we will always be smarter tomorrow than today. I think we can justify 
all these with data (except seawater intrusion). I would not want to be spending a lot of staff 
resources and money chasing “false” positives. 

Director Abelli-Amen – How would the different areas be defined? I assume 50 contiguous acres are 
a consistent shape. 

Jasperse – Contiguous acres, it couldn’t be a hodge-podge, basically if 10 pixels are touching 
each other. It is more significant than if you had two and half acres here and another two and a 
half acres there, etc. 
Director Abelli-Amen – I wonder if that wording could be added (insert contiguous). 
Trotta – It is in the staff report. 

Director Abelli-Amen – 0.1 being at sensitivity of InSAR data. There could be a false positive issue. I 
think you said you could go back to the raw data – 0.01. I was more comfortable with the .01 than 
with the 0.1 feet. 

Trotta – You are correct. We are looking into the possibility of using just the raw data rather 
than the raster, which would cut the error by half. We feel the error 0 .1 would not trigger a lot 
of chasing false positives based on the data we have seen. 
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Agenda Item: 2A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley GSA Board Meeting – August 27, 2020 

Director Abelli-Amen – Thank you. A couple of us had an issue with this, staff helped explain it 
and I feel more comfortable now. 

Director Rabbitt – Does anyone have a strong opinion on the acreage? 

Director Healy – I would be happy to support either 25 or 50. 
Director Abelli-Amen – I would too. I am inclined to go with 50 since it was the strong preference of 
the Advisory Committee. 
Director Wasem – I am happy to go with 50 as it was the advice of the Ag Advisory Committee 
representative. 
Director Gorin – I appreciate everyone else’s approach and it is in sync with the Advisory 
Committee. Let’s go for it.  
Director Rabbitt – I would be happy to go with 50 acres. 

No public comment. 

Director Abelli-Amen moved to accept the staff recommendation with 50 acres option, seconded by 
Director Wasem. The motion was approved 5-0-0. 

Roll Call Vote 
Director Abelli-Amen -aye 
Director Gorin -aye 
Director Healy - aye 
Director Rabbitt -aye 
Director Wasem - aye 

7. Legal Counsel, Plan Manager and Administrator Report
Jay Jasperse said the Plan Manager and Administrator report is in the package. 

8. Public comment on matters not listed on the agenda but within the subject
matter jurisdiction of the Board

None. 

9. Adjournment
Director Rabbitt thanked the staff and meeting attendees for participating and said he hoped to be
able to have an in-person meeting sometime in the not-too-distant future. The meeting  adjourned
at 5:23 p.m.
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Agenda Item: 2B&C 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Consent Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Financial and In-Kind Report for Year-to-Date 

Summary: The Agency received $14,575 in member agency cash contributions for FY 2020-21 and 
$85,944 in state grant funds. Since July 1, 2020, the Agency has expended $4,208. 

Background 
This report covers year-to-date fiscal year 2020-21. The Agency’s total final budget for FY 2020-21 is 
$1,193,000. 

Income: The budget anticipates member agency contributions (including in-kind services) of $116,050, 
Proposition 1 grant funds of $318,750 and Proposition 68 grant funds of $533,000. To date, member 
agency cash contributions of $39,050 have been invoiced, and $14,575 has been received. 

Grant funding: The GSA will submit in October the 2020 Q3 grant invoice to the California Department 
of Water Resources for Proposition 1 and 68 grant funding. This will be the first invoice submitted for FY 
2020-21. 

In-Kind: The first quarter in-kind contributions from Sonoma Water for technical and administrative 
work will be received in November. The Sonoma RCD six-month invoice for in-kind monitoring work will 
not be received until January 2021. 

Expenses: Paid expenses for services and supplies since July 1, 2020 were $4,208. 

Staff Recommendation  
Receive report. 

List of Attachments 
1. Agency Financial Report, Year-to-Date, Fiscal Year 2020-21
2. Member Agency In-Kind Contributions, Year-to-Date, Fiscal Year 2020-21

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Agenda Item: 2B, Attachment 1
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020

Petaluma Valley GSA
76401

71100100
FY 2020-21 FY 2020-21

Final Year to Date
Account Account Description Budget 10/15/2020

42601 County of Sonoma 24,475
42612 City of Petaluma 11,825 11,825
42627 Special Districts (NBWD) 5,500 2,750

42000   Total Intergovernmental Revenues 41,800$           14,575$        
42360 Proposition 1 & 68 grant funds, DWR 851,750 85,944 

46029 In-Kind Member Fees (SCWA, Sonoma RCD) 74,250
46000   Total Miscellaneous Revenues 926,000$         85,944$        

Grand Total Revenues 967,800$         100,519$      
51041 Insurance - Liability 2,500 2,195             
51201 Administration Services 80,000
51206 Auditing Services 6,500
51207 Client Accounting Services 4,000
51212 Outside Counsel - Legal Advice 45,000 2,013             
51226 Consulting Services 933,750
51803 Well registration program 40,000 -                 
51249 In-kind services 74,250
51421 Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land 4,000 -                 
51916 County Services Chgs 1,500 -                 
52031 Food 500 -                 
52111 Office Supplies 500 -                 
52114 Freight/Postage 500 -                 

51000   Total Services and Supplies 1,193,000$      4,208$          
Grand Total Expenditures 1,193,000$      4,208$          
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Agenda Item: 2B, Attachment 2
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020

MEMBER AGENCY
TOTAL 

CONTRIBUTION
First Invoice: 

Received
Second Invoice: 

Received
County of Sonoma 24,475$  
City of Petaluma 11,825$  11,825.00$      N/A
North Bay Water District 5,500$  2,750.00$        
Sonoma RCD (in kind,plus cash for 2018-19) 5,500$  
Sonoma Water  (in kind) 68,750$  
TOTAL 116,050$                 14,575$         

Member Agency Contributions
FY 2020-21
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Agenda Item: 4 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

TO:   Board of Directors 
FROM:  Heidi Bauer, Advisory Committee Chair, and Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Advisory Committee Report 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary: The Advisory Committee met in September and October, and discussed Sustainable 
Management Criteria for Water Quality, the water model, climate futures and the water budget.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Background 
The Advisory Committee met on September 9th and October 14th. The committee discussed Sustainable 
Management Criteria (SMC) for Water Quality and received presentations and provided feedback on 
projections regarding climate change and changes in rural residential land use and agricultural crops. 

The committee had the following comments: 

Overall Feedback on Climate Futures: 
Staff presented two emission scenarios, which are used by the Department of Water Resources; RCP 4.5 
(more optimistic) and RCP 8.5 (more pessimistic). The GSP Modeling team developed a workflow based 
on best available science and DWR recommendations. Advisory Committee members provided the 
following feedback: 

Support for RCP 8.5 based on concerns that emissions are not improving, and seem to be getting worse. 
Better to start with the worst-case scenario. 

Support for 4.5 based on the desire to reduce possible impacts to groundwater users. Better to start 
low, and then adjust upwards if needed. 

A straw poll of members asking for their opinions on the options provided, indicated the following: 

4.5 = 43% 
8.5 = 29% 
Either = 14% 
I don’t have enough info = 14% 

Sustainable Management Criteria for Degraded Water Quality 
At its September meeting, the Advisory Committee reviewed and discussed the proposed multi-step 
process to develop the SMC, and staff recommendations. The committee discussed whether other 
constituent of concerns could be added later, as regulations were developed and whether lab testing 
done by private well owners can/should be used. 
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Agenda Item: 4 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

At its October meeting, the Advisory Committee discussed and provided feedback on the number of 
exceedances that should be used to establish Minimum Thresholds and Undesirable Results options. A 
straw poll of committee members (seven were present) indicated the following preferences regarding 
Minimum Thresholds: 

• Zero additional exceedances = 0
• One additional exceedance = 2
• Two additional exceedances = 2
• Not voting = 3

A second straw poll on options for establishing Undesirable Results indicated the following preferences: 

• Option 1 = 1
• Option 2 = 3
• Option 3 =- 0
• Not voting = 3

Committee members were asked to provide written feedback on the draft GSP section regarding Water 
Quality and on the Minimum Threshold and Options. 

Upcoming Advisory Committee activities: 
The Advisory Committee will likely skip its November meeting, and meet in December to finalize its 
recommendation on Sustainable Management Criteria for degraded water quality and to begin the 
discussion on the SMC for Interconnected Surface Water. 

Staff Recommendation 
Information only. 

Fiscal Information 
No fiscal impact. 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Agenda Item: 5A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager 
SUBJECT: Projected 50-Year Water Budget and Future Groundwater Model Scenario Assumptions 

Summary: SGMA requires the GSA to develop a projected water budget and future model scenario for 
the GSP that covers the entire 50-year planning horizon (2022 to 2072). A key component of the water 
budget and model is projected changes in groundwater demand. A second component are the potential 
changes to groundwater supply and demand due to climate change. This item will provide an update on 
the process and recommendations from practitioners working groups, the Advisory Committee and staff 
on projected rural residential growth, agricultural changes and climate futures.  

Background 
SGMA requires the GSA to develop water budgets (inflows and outflows of water for the entire 
groundwater basin) for three different time periods: historical (mid 70’s through 2012); current (2012 
through 2018 reflecting more recent land use and groundwater pumping); and projected future water 
budget (50 years in the future). The historical and current water budget are currently being developed 
using the recently available groundwater model developed by the USGS for the Basin and will be shared 
with the Advisory Committee and Board at upcoming meetings. The focus of this informational item is 
on the long-term projected water budget and future model scenarios for the GSP that covers the entire 
50-year planning horizon (2022 to 2072).

One key element of the model and water budget is the projected changes in groundwater use. There are 
three primary water-use categories to consider: 

• Municipal and Industrial
• Rural residential
• Agricultural

The municipal projections will come from Sonoma Water and the City of Petaluma, through the Urban 
Water Management Plan process which is currently underway. Beginning in June of 2020, four 
practitioner work groups were designed to provide subject-specific information for Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan (GSP) development on: 

• Rural Residential Land Use Projections
• Agricultural Water Demand Projections
• Mapping of Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems (GDE)
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Agenda Item: 5A 
Meeting Date: October 22, 2020 

• Development of Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) for Depletion of
Interconnected Surface Water

The products of the Rural Residential Land Use Projections and Agricultural Water Demand working 
groups will provide information on potential ranges of growth for those water supply sectors for the 50-
year planning horizon. Information on the proposed methodology and initial findings from these 
workgroups are provided in Attachment 1 (residential growth projections) and Attachment 2 
(agricultural changes).  

For climate change projections, the three Sonoma County GSAs held an all-basin workshop in 
September, consulted with experts in the field of climate science, and discussed the proposed 
approach with the Advisory Committee at their September meeting. At the October meeting, staff 
will provide an update to the Board on the climate model chosen and the emissions scenarios 
considered. 

Type of Vote Required 
None. 

Fiscal Information 
No fiscal impact. 

Staff Recommendation 
Information Item. 

List of Attachments 
Attachment 1:  Rural Residential Land Use working group memorandum 
Attachment 2:  Agricultural Projections memorandum 

Contact  
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, 707-547-1959, jay.jasperse@scwa.ca.gov 
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TO: Sonoma County Groundwater Sustainability Agencies 

FROM: Pete Parkinson, AICP 

DATE:  October 6, 2020 

SUBJECT: Update: Methodology for Rural Residential Population / 
Housing Unit Projections 

As part of developing the projected water budgets and future model scenarios for the three 
Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs), the modeling must include projections of rural residential 
growth (i.e., rural residential development that will rely on groundwater in the three basins). These 
projections must cover the entire 50-year planning horizon in the GSPs (2022 to 2072). Our objective is 
to develop a high/low range of projections, with a recommended scenario for use in the model. This 
memo provides an overview of the approach used to develop these rural residential projections. 

The SCTA develops and maintains a countywide transportation model as part of the Comprehensive 
Transportation Plan (CTP) to forecast future traffic volumes and patterns. The current CTP has a horizon 
year of 2040. The transportation model relies on projections of land use changes (residential and non-
residential) in approximately 900 Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZs) throughout the County. These land use 
projections at the TAZ level are based on the projections in PlanBayArea 2040,1 “trued up” with a finer-
grained analysis of local development activity and consideration of general plan “build out” capacity, 
based on input from local planning agencies. 

Using SCTA’s TAZ data, we have developed preliminary rural residential growth projections for two 
scenarios: a general plan buildout scenario and a scenario based on PlanBayArea 2040. The following 
paragraphs describe how these projections were developed to ensure that we are only looking at rural 
residential growth that affects groundwater demand. 

• Our analysis needs to exclude any portion of a TAZ that is either outside the basin or within a
municipal or public water company service boundary. (Areas within a municipal or public water
company service boundary will be accounted for in the groundwater model by using data
projections from 2020 Urban Water Management Plans currently being developed). GIS data
was used to calculate the percentage of land area in each TAZ that is relevant to our analysis
(i.e., within a basin but outside a municipal boundary). That percentage was then applied to the
SCTA projections to arrive at an adjusted projection for each TAZ. The resulting data and
projections were further analyzed for anomalous situations.

• Most anomalies occur where a TAZ includes land both inside and outside a municipality, but the
projected housing unit growth will occur within the municipality, not in the rural portion of the
TAZ. Since our expectation is that growth in the rural areas will be relatively low, these
anomalies were identified by scanning for TAZs that showed a high growth rate (e.g., more than

1 The regional planning agency for the Bay Area, ABAG/MTC, develops population and housing projections for each 
city and county in the region as part of the Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy. 
The current version of this plan, PlanBayArea 2040, includes projections to the year 2040. 
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a 25% increase over 25 years). These TAZs were then checked on the map to determine whether 
growth would likely occur within the municipal boundary or in the rural area. In every situation 
where this was checked, the likely growth appeared to be within the municipal boundary, not in 
the rural area, so the projections for that TAZ were adjusted downward. 

• In the community of Penngrove (part of the Petaluma Valley Basin), domestic water is provided
by the privately owned Penngrove Water Company. Within this portion of its service area, the
PWC uses water from the Sonoma Water aqueduct rather than groundwater, so this usage
should not be included in groundwater demand projections. However, the PWC service area
map does not correspond to the location of actual connections (actual connections are in a
much smaller area), but the number of connections is known. Therefore, the number of
connections to PWC is subtracted from the baseline housing unit counts in these TAZs.

• The numerous mutual water companies in the three basins create an additional anomaly
because geographically dispersed rural residential parcels draw water from a single shared well
(or well field). For these areas, the projected growth within the mutual water company service
areas will be distributed throughout the relevant TAZs as described above, but the baseline
groundwater pumping for the mutual water company will be assigned to the known location of
the water company well(s).

These growth figures are quite low (less than 1% annually in all basins with several scenarios well under 
0.5% annually), which is to be expected in the rural areas of the County. Nonetheless, the GP Buildout 
and PBA 2040 scenarios provide reasonable low and high estimates for housing unit growth. Recognizing 
the uncertainty associated with these projections, an additional scenario will show growth at 25% above 
the PBA 2040 numbers. Growth at that rate is unlikely, but it could be instructive to evaluate how a 
larger rural growth rate impacts groundwater demand and basin sustainability. 

As a next step, these projections will be divided into 5-year increments covering 2022 to 2072, showing 
additional single-family and multi-family units and annual growth rates for each TAZ. The 2040 
projections will be extrapolated to get to the 2072 GSP planning horizon. We will likely reduce the 
growth rate slightly beyond 2040 since the unincorporated areas will be getting closer to buildout 
(absent a major change in the County’s fundamental city-centered growth policies). The projections will 
also be adjusted to account for Accessory Dwelling Units (ADU), which are growing in popularity. ADUs 
will be projected using data from Permit Sonoma showing the number of recent ADUs developed in 
relation to the number of new single-family homes. 

Re: Rural Residential Projections: 10/6/2020
Page 2
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Agricultural Water Demand Projections 
Land-Use Surveys 

This memo provides an overview of preliminary outcomes from the Agricultural Water Demand 
workgroup to date. The outcomes described below do not represent final work products; they are 
intended to offer an update for discussion purpose during October 2020 Advisory Committee meetings 
for the Sonoma Valley, Petaluma Valley, and Santa Rosa Plain subbasins. A complete summary of all 
practitioner work group outcomes will be provided to all Advisory Committees at the conclusion of 
discussions in the fall of 2020.  

The primary focus of the Ag Demands work group has been providing estimates of agricultural 
contraction or expansion over the 50-year planning horizon of the GSP for major crop types in the three 
subbasins, including: 

• Vineyards
• Irrigated pasture
• Dairies
• Grain and hay crops
• Truck, nursery, or berry crops (including row vegetables and field crops such as hops)
• Orchards/deciduous fruits and nuts
• Cannabis/hemp

At the June 23rd meeting, work group members estimated that for all crop during the GSP planning 
horizon, the three subbasins can expect a general reduction of farmed acreage crop types with the 
exception of vineyards and cannabis/hemp. Work group members did concede that at least in the near 
term (5-10 years) vineyard production is also likely to contract, primarily due to market forces and an 
oversupply of grapes. Water supply availability, population growth/land conversion for residential use, 
and land prices in general were cited as the primary causes for contraction of other agricultural uses. 

To further evaluate these assumptions, staff developed survey forms, which were sent to the 
Agricultural Water Demands Practitioner Work Group (7 respondents) and to agricultural land users in 
the SRP, SV, and PV (28 respondents). The surveys were distributed in late July and early August of 
2020. Both surveys asked respondents about expected expansion or contraction of the following 
agricultural land uses: vineyards; irrigated pasture; grain and hay; truck, nursery, or berry crops (truck 
crops); orchards/deciduous fruits and nuts; cannabis/hemp; and other. Note that no respondent 
described “other”; therefore, this land use will not be addressed here. 

There were differences in the surveys. The agricultural land users were asked about short term (10 
years) and long term (50 years) changes in agricultural land use, while the practitioners were asked 
about only short-term changes. The agricultural land users were asked about dairies while the 
practitioners were not. The agricultural land users were asked if their answers were specific to one of 
the three groundwater basins and a plurality (13/28) indicated the SRP. It should be noted that some of 
the practitioners indicated that preserving Tiger Salamander habitat in the SRP will be a constraint to 
agricultural expansion in that basin. 

Agenda Item: 5A, Attachment 2 
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Figures 1 and 2 show the survey results for expected short-term and long-term agricultural land-use 
changes, respectively. The short-term results combine the practitioner and land user responses with the 
exception of dairies, which only reflect the land-user responses. The long-term results only reflect the 
land-user responses. The X-axis shows the expected expansion or contraction, where -10, -5, 0, 5 and 10 
are the percentage change in land use; where a negative value indicates contraction, zero indicates no 
change, and a positive value indicates expansion. The Y-axis shows the total count or frequency for each 
land-use change category. 
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Figure 1. Short-term agricultural land-use changes in the Santa Rosa Plain, Sonoma Valley, and Petaluma 
Valley. 

Consider the expected short-term land-use changes (fig. 1). Vineyards, truck crops, and cannabis/hemp 
are expected to expand (0-5%, 0-5%, and 5-10%, respectively). The other land uses are expected to 
contract as much as 10% (dairies). 
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Figure 2. Long-term agricultural land-use changes in the Santa Rosa Plain, Sonoma Valley, and Petaluma 
Valley. 

Consider the expected long-term land-use changes (fig. 2). Vineyards, truck crops, and cannabis/hemp 
again are expected to expand (0-10%, 0-10%, and 5-10%, respectively); however, a fairly large number 
of respondents expected truck crops to contract 10%. All the other land uses are expected to contract as 
much as 10%. 

Reported Land-Use Data 
In order to provide a comparison of survey results with historical changes in cropping patterns, land-use 
data from 1960 to 2018 (every 5 years until 1990, then every 2 years thereafter) for vineyards; irrigated 
pasture; grain and hay; truck crops; and orchards/deciduous fruits and nuts were compiled using 
Sonoma County crop reports (https://sonomacounty.ca.gov/Agriculture-Weights-and-Measures/Crop-
Reports/) and are shown in figure 3. Note that the data compiled from the crop reports and displayed 
here represent all of Sonoma County.  The crop reports reported bearing, nonbearing, and total acreage 
for vineyards and occasionally for orchards/deciduous fruits and nuts. In addition, the reports reported 
harvested acreage for the other land uses; it was assumed that harvested acreage was equivalent to 
bearing acreage. Therefore, bearing acreage is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Agricultural land use for vineyards; irrigated pasture; grain and hay; truck crops; and 
orchards/deciduous fruits and nuts, 1960-2018. Future land use contraction or expansion based on 
2000-2018 data. 

In addition to the historic land use, the data were extrapolated from 2020 to 2070 based on regressions 
of the 2000 - 2018 data (fig. 3). An additional regression of the 2008-2018 data was performed for 
vineyards, as the growth pattern exhibited a more moderate rate during this more recent time period 
(fig. 4).  The regressions include high, median, and low growth trends. Qualitatively, the results indicate 
that vineyards; grain and hay; and truck crops may expand while irrigated pastures and orchards 
contract (fig. 3). With the exception of grain and hay, these results generally agree with the survey 
results. However, the scale of expansion/contraction differ. For example, the regression indicates that 
vineyard acreage may expand 20% in 10 years and almost 100% in 50 years based on the 2000-2018 
data and 10% in 10 years and 48% in 50 years based on the 2008-2018 data (figs. 3 and 4). On the other 
hand, the regression indicates that irrigated pastures may contract 50% in 10 years and almost 140% in 
50 years (fig. 3). The survey results indicated an expected 0-10% expansion of vineyards and an expected 
5-10% contraction of irrigated pastures within 50 years (fig. 2).
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Figure 4. : Agricultural land use for vineyards, 1960-2018. Future land use contraction or expansion 
based on 2008-2018 data. 

Simulating Land-Use Change 
The survey results must be incorporated into quantitative land-use projections for use in the GSPs. 
Sonoma Water, as part of its efforts to develop a groundwater-flow model of the Sonoma Valley, has 
developed an algorithm to estimate the change in vineyard acreage in the Sonoma Valley (Andrew Rich, 
Sonoma Water, personal communication, 2020). The algorithm uses changes in vineyard acreage 
between 1999 and 2012 to estimate growth rates and the probability that a parcel will be converted to a 
vineyard based on physical characteristics (e.g. slope, elevation, aspect, soil type, etc.), as well as 
possible constraints, such as conservation easements, and zoning of the parcel. The algorithm will be 
modified to address additional crops and the conversion of crops expected to contract in the area to 
crops expected to expand.  

Specifically, the algorithm will be modified to include truck crops and, possibly, grain and hay. Although 
cannabis is expected to expand in the short and long term, the current acreage is so small (e.g., currently 
about 40 acres in the SRP) that even a 10% increase in acreage will result in a small total area (and 
relatively small projected water use at the basin-wide scale); therefore, cannabis will not be addressed 
here.  Additionally, although the potential for future projected development of hemp as a crop in the 
basin was raised by several practitioners and land-user responders, hemp crops are not being simulated 
for the initial GSPs due to uncertainties related to any potential future cultivation of hemp and 
associated farming practices. Should cultivation of hemp occur at a significant scale during the early 
stages of GSP implementation, hemp can be included when updating future projections during 5-year 
GSP updates. 
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The projected growth rates can be defined by the survey or regression results. Staff will discuss options 
for simulating the growth rates at the practitioner workgroup’s next meeting on October 15, 2020.  The 
conversion probabilities will be modified to address vineyards and truck crops (and possibly grain and 
hay) and the physical characteristics of available, unused land as well as land being cultivated by crops 
expected to contract will be addressed. The land will assumed to be converted based on the conversion 
probabilities with the lands with the highest probabilities being converted first. 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

TO: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM: Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, and Marcus Trotta, Technical Project Manager 
SUBJECT: Draft Sustainable Management Criteria – Degraded Water Quality 

Summary: The Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) is due January 31, 2022. As part of the GSP, 
Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) must be developed for six sustainability indicators as defined by 
the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. This item will provide an overview of key elements of a 
proposed draft SMC for degraded water quality that is being developed by staff with input from the 
Advisory Committee.   

Background 
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) requires Groundwater Sustainability Agencies 
(GSAs) in high- and medium-priority basins to develop and submit Groundwater Sustainability Plans 
(GSPs) to the California Department of Water Resources by January 31, 2022. GSPs are detailed road 
maps for how groundwater basins will reach and maintain long-term sustainability.  

Sustainable Management Criteria – General Overview 
A central aspect of the GSP is to develop Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) for each of the six 
sustainability indicators listed below: 

1. Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable depletion of
supply if continued over the planning and implementation horizon.

2. Significant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater storage
3. Significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion
4. Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality, including the migration of contaminant

plumes that impair water supplies
5. Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that substantially interferes with surface land

uses
6. Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable adverse

impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water (e.g. water in streams or wetlands).

As discussed at the June 1, 2020 Board meeting, among the requirements of the GSP are the 
development of SMCs which include: (1) quantitative minimum thresholds; (2) quantitative measurable 
objectives; (3) a qualitative description of significant and unreasonable conditions; and (4) a definition of 
what constitutes an undesirable result for the basin.  Attachment 1 provides a “cheat sheet” that defines 
these terms for the six sustainability indicators.  Staff will provide a brief status update on all six 
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sustainability indicators at the October 22, 2020 meeting.  This staff report presents an overview and 
summarizes recent technical work and advisory committee discussions on the Degraded Water Quality 
sustainability indicator. 

Degraded Water Quality 
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) provides GSAs with broad authority to regulate 
groundwater management but provides limited information and authority regarding the regulation of 
groundwater quality. However, the Emergency Regulations developed by the California Department of 
Water Resources and approved by the California Water Commission in 2016 for Groundwater 
Sustainability Plans (GSP) do require the adoption of sustainable management criteria, including 
“minimum thresholds” and “undesirable results” for groundwater quality degradation in relation to the 
implementation of specific GSP activities.  

Unlike most other sustainability indicators, degraded water quality is the subject of robust federal, state 
and local regulatory regimes carried out by a number of different entities. GSAs are not responsible for 
enforcing existing water quality standards or collecting data to support existing water quality programs. 
However, groundwater quality degradation needs to be considered during GSP development in the 
sense that projects and actions implemented by the GSP should not degrade current water quality 
conditions.   

In Petaluma Valley, there is a long history of groundwater testing through existing regulatory programs 
and special studies. These studies find that groundwater quality is highly variable, and that there are 
local areas within Subbasin of poor groundwater quality attributed to: 

• Land-use related issues (e.g., active remediation sites from some commercial activities,
septic systems, etc.)

• Deep, ancient connate water, etc.
• Natural geologic conditions (e.g. arsenic, etc)

For these reasons, staff (with general Advisory Committee concurrence) recommends a “do no harm” 
approach to this sustainable management criteria to ensure that the GSA and management activities 
or projects associated with implementation of the GSP do not exacerbate existing groundwater 
quality issues or create new issues.

Process and Proposal for SMC Development for Degraded Water Quality 
SGMA requires a multiple-step process for the development of the SMC for water quality. Technical staff 
provided to the Advisory Committee the following recommendations on steps one through six: 

Step One: Define level of groundwater quality management and coordination: 

Recommendation: GSAs should address groundwater quality issues related to changed groundwater 
conditions caused by management of the basin pursuant to SGMA, such as from implementation of 
projects and management actions. 
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• For example, changes in groundwater-levels that have the potential to induce migration
of poor-quality water and impact water supply wells; and active recharge operations
that may alter geochemical conditions or mobilize existing contaminants.

Recommendation: The GSA should establish a process for routine consultations with other water 
quality regulatory agencies to discuss ongoing programs and initiatives relevant to the Basin, share 
monitoring data and information, and consider any applicable policy recommendations that would 
benefit groundwater quality within the Basin 

Step Two: Determine type of metric to use 

Recommendation: The proposed metric to be used for setting minimum thresholds and measurable 
objectives in this Basin is the number of affected supply wells with concentrations measured at 
established representative monitoring points. This straightforward metric can be monitored over time. It 
requires establishing a groundwater quality monitoring network consisting of supply wells, which can be 
coordinated with existing programs.  

Step Three: Determine and identify beneficial users 

Recommendation: The general categories of beneficial users identified for groundwater quality include: 
drinking water users (municipal supply, small water systems, and domestic wells) and agricultural 
users (irrigation supply wells). 

Step Four:  Determine constituents of concern for beneficial users 

Constituents of concern should meet three proposed criteria: 

1. Have an established level of concern such as an MCL or SMCL, or a level that reduces crop
production

2. Found in the Subbasin at levels above the level of concern
3. Extensive occurrence of the COC throughout the Subbasin

Recommendation: Arsenic, nitrate, and salts should be categorized as Constituents of Concern (COCs) 
for the purposes of establishing SMCs in the GSP. Should new or additional water quality constituents be 
identified as potential COCs applicable to the GSP implementation activities through routine 
consultation and information sharing with other regulatory agencies, the GSA will consider adding these 
to the COC and monitoring list through GSP updates. 

Recommendation:  Additionally, as specific projects and actions are developed and recommended for 
implementation through the GSP, any site- or area-specific water quality constituents will be evaluated 
and considered for project-specific monitoring in consultation with applicable regulatory agencies.  

Step Five:  Determine the limits, concentrations for each COC and beneficial users 

Recommendation: The Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCL) (or Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level 
(SMCL), as applicable) should be used as the levels of concern for drinking water constituents. 
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Step Six:  Identify existing water quality monitoring programs for setting SMCs 

Recommendation:  Identify sets of supply wells that are currently monitored for various groundwater 
constituents and supply uses such as drinking water and irrigation water. The currently available supply 
wells for monitoring constituents of concern that have an MCL or SMCL are public supply wells which 
are required to measure and report groundwater quality to the State Water Resources Control Board – 
Division of Drinking Water.  Should domestic or irrigation wells be incorporated into future monitoring 
programs established by the GSA or other entities, they can also be included in monitoring COCs during 
future GSP updates.  

Step Seven:  Develop the SMC 

Developing the SMC involves defining significant and unreasonable conditions, setting minimum 
thresholds and measurable objectives and defining undesirable results. 

Significant and Unreasonable Conditions 
 Staff proposed and the Advisory Committee discussed and suggested modifications to a statement of 
Significant and Unreasonable Conditions. The statement has undergone multiple revisions based on 
input from the Advisory Committee, as well as input from the Santa Rosa Plain and Sonoma Valley 
Advisory Committees.  The below statement represents the most recent version of the statement and 
differs slightly from the version shared at the Advisory Committees October meeting.  The intent of the 
statement is to make it clear that the significant and unreasonable water conditions regarding water 
quality would be triggered only by (1) actions taken directly by the GSA or (2) occurrence of undesirable 
results for other sustainability indicators that impact water quality (e.g., lowering of groundwater 
levels). 

Significant and unreasonable water quality conditions occur if an increase in the concentration of 
constituents of concern in groundwater leads to adverse impacts on beneficial users or uses of 
groundwater, due to: 

1) Direct actions by Petaluma Valley GSP projects or management activities; OR

2) Undesirable results occurring for other sustainability indicators.

Adverse impacts include diminished supply due to water quality impacts, such as non-compliance 
with drinking water standards or undue costs for mitigating negative impacts.  

Minimum Threshold (MT) 
Minimum thresholds are based on a degradation of groundwater quality, not an improvement of 
groundwater quality. Therefore, this GSP is designed to avoid taking any action that may inadvertently 
move groundwater constituents that have already been identified in the Subbasin in such a way that the 
constituents have a significant and unreasonable impact that would not otherwise occur. The proposed 
MT is based on not increasing the number of supply wells that exceed maximum contaminant levels 
for arsenic, nitrate or salts (measured as total dissolved solids—TDS), as proposed in the table below: 
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Constituent of 
Concern 

Minimum Threshold Based on Number of Supply Wells 

Arsenic 
Zero additional supply wells that are in the GSP monitoring area shall 
exceed the arsenic MCL of 0.010 mg/L. 

Nitrate 
Zero additional supply wells that are in the GSP monitoring program shall 
exceed the nitrate measured as nitrogen MCL of 10 mg/L. 

TDS 
Zero additional supply wells that are in the GSP monitoring program shall 
exceed the TDS recommended SMCL of 500 mg/L. 

For example, if there are 12 supply wells being monitored in the basin for water quality issues, and one 
well currently exceeds the MCL for nitrate, the minimum threshold proposed above would be triggered 
if one additional well exceeds the MCL for nitrate. 

A modification would be to allow for one or two additional exceedances. Using the same example as 
above, with one existing supply well above the MCL for nitrate, the GSA could require that an additional 
one or two wells are above the MCL before minimum thresholds are exceed. 

Measurable Objective (MO) 
The measurable objectives for degradation of groundwater quality represent target groundwater quality 
distributions in the Subbasin. SGMA does not mandate the improvement of groundwater quality. 
Therefore, staff propose to set the measurable objectives identical to the minimum thresholds. 

Undesirable Results 
By regulation, the degradation of groundwater quality undesirable result is a quantitative combination 
of groundwater quality minimum threshold exceedances.  

For the Subbasin, any groundwater quality degradation as a direct result of GSP implementation is 
considered unacceptable. Some groundwater quality changes are expected to occur independent of 
SGMA activities; because these changes are not related to SGMA activities they would not constitute an 
undesirable result. 

Staff proposes three options for the degradation of groundwater quality undesirable result: 

1. An undesirable result occurs if, during any one year, a single groundwater quality minimum
threshold is exceeded when computing annual averages at each well, as a direct result of
projects or management actions taken as part of GSP implementation.

2. An undesirable result occurs if, during two consecutive years, a single groundwater quality
minimum threshold is exceeded when computing annual averages at the same well, as a direct
result of projects or management actions taken as part of GSP implementation.
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3. An undesirable result occurs if, during any one year, more than 1 out of 3 groundwater quality
minimum thresholds are exceeded when computing annual averages at each well, as a direct
result of projects or management actions taken as part of GSP implementation.

For hypothetical examples of how this would work, look at Attachment 2. 

Advisory Committee Input & Next Steps 
At its September meeting, the Advisory Committee provided feedback and generally agreed with 
technical staff recommendations on steps one through six and spent its September and October 
meetings discussing the development of the SMC. The water quality SMC was also being discussed in 
Sonoma Valley and Santa Rosa Plain basins, and feedback from the three Advisory Committees was 
shared between the basins. 

At its October meeting, the Advisory Committee members voted in a straw poll regarding whether there 
should be zero, one or two additional supply wells with COCs above the MCL to determine whether 
minimum thresholds were exceeded. The committee split with two people voting on one exceedance, 
two people supporting two exceedances and the remaining three people not voting. Regarding 
Undesirable Results, the committee members voted as follows: Option 1 – 1 vote; Option 2 – 3 votes; 
Option 3 – 0 votes. Three people did not vote, and three members were not present for the straw poll. 

Staff followed up the meeting with an email and examples asking Advisory Committee members to 
provide additional feedback by October 21. These results will be shared at the Board meeting. 

After receiving Board feedback, staff will bring a draft final SMC for Water Quality to the Advisory 
Committee and Board for consideration at their December meetings. 

Requested Board Action 
Information only. 

Fiscal Information 
None. 

List of Attachments 
1. Sustainable Management Criteria Cheat Sheet
2. Undesirable Results Examples

Contact 
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, 707-547-1959, Jay.Jasperse@scwa.ca.gov 
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water, 707-547-1978, Marcus.Trotta@scwa.ca.gov 
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Sustainable Management Criteria Terminology: Super Quick Reference Guide 

SGMA Term Layperson Description 
Sustainability Goal A succinct big-picture statement of the GSA’s objectives and desired conditions and how they will be reached. To be finalized at the 

end of the GSP process. 
Significant and 
Unreasonable Effects 

A qualitative statement that our gut tells us we don’t want to happen. For example: It’s significant and unreasonable for 
groundwater levels to drop to the point that wells can no longer produce water. 

Sustainability 
Indicators 

The six conditions defined by the water code that we don’t want to experience Significant and Unreasonable Effects in the 
groundwater basin:  (1) Chronic lowering of groundwater levels; (2) reduction of groundwater storage (the difference between 
recharge and discharge, over time); (3) seawater intrusion; (4) degraded water quality; (5) land subsidence that substantially 
interferes with surface land uses; and (6) depletions of interconnected surface water (e.g. water in streams or wetlands). 

Representative 
Monitoring Sites 

Monitoring sites that reliably provide high quality data that characterize representative groundwater conditions in the basin. 
Representative monitoring sites are a subset of a basin’s complete monitoring network, where minimum thresholds, measurable 
objectives, and interim milestones are set for each applicable Sustainability Indicator and monitored for compliance. 

Measurable 
Objectives 

Specific, quantifiable goals at each representative monitoring site to maintain or improve groundwater conditions in order to 
maintain or achieve the sustainability goal for the basin. Measureable Objectives reflect the GSA’s desired groundwater conditions 
in the basin and guide the GSA to achieve its sustainability goal within 20 years.  Measurable Objectives should include flexibility to 
accommodate wet-to-dry year fluctuations, droughts, climate change, and groundwater management activities. 
For example for groundwater levels (Santa Cruz Mid-County Basin): Measurable objectives are the 75th percentile of historical 
groundwater elevations for the period of record of each monitoring point, which is higher than median or average groundwater 
elevations. 

Minimum 
Thresholds 

The numerical line in the sand that we don’t want to cross. For each sustainability indicator, the Minimum Thresholds are the 
quantitative, measurable values that reflect what is significant and unreasonable at every measuring site.  The numeric value used 
to define minimum thresholds at a representative monitoring site in the basin (such as at a well) that if exceeded, may cause 
undesirable results. 
For example, for groundwater levels (Santa Cruz Mid-County Basin): The minimum threshold is the numeric groundwater elevation 
(as measured at representative monitoring sites over a period of time) required to meet the typical overlying water demand in the 
shallowest well in the vicinity.  

Undesirable Results This is the worst-case scenario, and is a quantitative combination of the minimum thresholds that define sustainability for each 
sustainability indicator. For example (from Salinas, for groundwater levels): Over the course of any one year, no more than 15% of 
groundwater elevation minimum thresholds in any single aquifer and no one well shall exceed its minimum threshold for more than 
two consecutive years 

Interim milestones Interim milestones are five-year check-ins to measure progress on the groundwater conditions that the GSA hopes to achieve during 
the 20-year implementation period. Measurements occur at representative monitoring sites. 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee 

Water Quality Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC) 
Minimum Thresholds and Undesirable Results Example Scenarios 

October 15, 2020 

In the examples below, staff uses “zero additional wells exceeding the MCL” for a suggested basis for 
Minimum Threshold. In other words, the Minimum Threshold for each Constituent of Concern (COC) 
would be therefore the current number of exceedances, prior to SGMA implementation. The examples 
provided are for illustrative purposes and go through three fictitious scenarios to identify how the 
combination of Minimum Threshold exceedances would play out for each undesirable result option. As a 
reminder, the undesirable result options are: 

1. An undesirable result occurs if, during any one year, a single groundwater quality minimum
threshold is exceeded when computing annual averages at each well, as a direct result of
projects or management actions taken as part of GSP implementation.

2. An undesirable result occurs if, during two consecutive years, a single groundwater quality
minimum threshold is exceeded when computing annual averages at the same well, as a direct
result of projects or management actions taken as part of GSP implementation.

3. An undesirable result occurs if, during any one year, more than 1 out of 3 groundwater quality
minimum thresholds are exceeded when computing annual averages at each well, as a direct
result of projects or management actions taken as part of GSP implementation.

Scenario: 
The GSA has identified three monitoring wells in a specific area of the basin that will measure water 
quality for all three COCs (arsenic, TDS and nitrates). One of the wells in the monitoring network 
currently exceeds the nitrate MCL. 

Example One: 
The GSA has no projects or management actions in the area. Water levels are stable.  Monitoring finds 
that a second well now exceeds the nitrate MCL. 

• Under Option 1: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, then the Minimum
threshold is exceeded. However, because the GSA has no projects or management actions in
that area of the basin there are NO undesirable results.

• Under Option 2: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded, but an undesirable result hasn’t occurred.

• Under Option 3: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded, but an undesirable result hasn’t occurred.
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Example Two: 
The GSA is conducting a recharge project in this area of the basin. Water levels are increasing, and 
movement of groundwater is altered. In the first year of the project, monitoring finds that the same well 
now exceeds both the nitrate and the TDS MCLs. 

• Under Option 1: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded. Because the GSA has projects in that area of the basin, it will conduct an
investigation to determine if the exceedance is related to the project. Depending on the
findings, an undesirable result may occur, which would require the GSA to take further action.

• Under Option 2: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded, but an undesirable result hasn’t occurred.

• Under Option 3: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded. An undesirable result could occur since more than 1 out of 3 minimum thresholds
are exceeded. Because the GSA has projects in that area of the basin, it will conduct an
investigation to determine if the exceedance is related to the project.

Example Three: 
The GSA is conducting a recharge project in this area of the basin. Water levels are increasing. A second 
year of monitoring finds that the well continues to exceed both the nitrate MCL and TDS MCLs. 

• Under Option 1: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded. Because the GSA has projects in that area of the basin, it will conduct an
investigation to determine if the exceedance is related to the project. Depending on the
findings, an undesirable result may occur, which would require the GSA to take further action.

• Under Option 2: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded. An undesirable result could occur since the one well exceeded MCLs for two
consecutive years. Because the GSA has projects in that area of the basin, it will conduct an
investigation to determine if the exceedance is related to the project.

• Under Option 3: If zero additional wells are allowed to exceed the MCL, the Minimum Threshold
is exceeded. An undesirable result could occur since more than 1 out of 3 minimum thresholds
are exceeded. Because the GSA has projects in that area of the basin, it will conduct an
investigation to determine if the exceedance is related to the project.
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

TO: BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Proposed Policy for Decisions between Board Meetings 

Summary: Consider policy for decisions between Board meetings. 

Background 
On several occasions, the GSA has been asked to support partner grant applications or to take positions 
on groundwater-related legislation. The most recent example was a request made in late September by 
Sonoma Ecology Center and Sonoma RCD for support for a SGMA Watershed Coordinator grant 
application, which was due on October 15, 2020. A second example includes a request for support for a 
water bond that included funding for groundwater programs. 

The Sonoma Valley and Santa Rosa Plain GSAs receive similar requests, prompting staff to research 
options for a policy platform that would provide the GSA with clear guidance on how to address time-
sensitive business decisions and actions needing to take place between Board meetings. The Santa Rosa 
Plain GSA took the lead on this project, and proposed that its Board adopt a policy similar to the one 
developed by Sonoma Clean Power. After consultation with legal counsel, the following policy platform 
is proposed to provide GSA staff with clear guidance allowing time-sensitive decisions to be made and 
actions to occur, and delegate power to staff in accordance with tiers of standards, such as: 

• When time permits, bring all policy items to the full Board.
• When urgency requires action between meetings, staff should attempt to contact the Chair and

Vice-Chair to confer on matters and seek approval, which approval must be consistent with
Board’s adopted policy platform.

• If staff determine a matter requires urgent action and the Chair and Vice-Chair cannot be
reached in a timely manner, staff may make policy decisions that are consistent with the Board’s
adopted policy platform, so long as the adopted policy platform expressly addresses the issue in
question, and those decisions are communicated to the Board at the next meeting and the
Board is asked to ratify the continuing implementation of those decisions.

• This policy does not apply to decisions involving the expenditure of funds in excess of the GSA
Administrator’s authority.

Staff Recommendation 
Board consider the policy, and either approve or provide feedback for consideration at a future Board 
meeting. 
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Fiscal Information 
None. 

Vote Required 
Majority. 

List of Attachments 
1. Resolution 20-04

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, (707) 524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Resolution No. PV-20-004 

RESOLUTION NO. PV-20-04 OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF THE PETALUMA VALLEY GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY 

ADOPTING A POLICY FOR DECISIONS BETWEEN BOARD MEETINGS 

WHEREAS, the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency (“Agency”) was formed pursuant to a 
Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement and is the designated Groundwater Sustainability Agency for the 
Petaluma Valley Sub-basin; and  

WHEREAS, the Agency seeks to provide Agency staff with clear guidance on how to address time-sensitive 
business decisions and actions needing to take place between Board meetings. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Directors of the Petaluma Valley Groundwater 
Sustainability Agency, as follows:  

The Agency hereby adopts a tiered Policy for Decisions Between Board Meetings, as follows: 

• When time permits, bring all policy items to the full board.

• When urgency requires action between meetings, staff should attempt to contact the Chair
and Vice Chair to confer on matters and seek approval, which approval must be generally
consistent with prior Board directives on similar or previously considered items.

• If staff determine a matter requires urgent action and the Chair and Vice Chair cannot be
reached in a timely manner, staff may make policy decisions that are consistent with prior
Board directives on similar or previously considered items, and those decisions are
communicated to the board at the next meeting and the board is asked to ratify the
continuing implementation of those decisions.

• This policy does not apply to decisions involving the expenditure of funds in excess of the GSA
Administrator’s authority.

This resolution shall take effect immediately upon adoption. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED on this 22nd day of October 2020, by the following vote: 

Abelli-Amen: __   Gorin: Healey: Rabbitt: _____    Wasem:_________ 

AYES: NOES: ABSENT:  ABSTAIN:   
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By: Chair ______________________________________ 

I certify that the foregoing Resolution was duly and regularly passed and adopted at a regular 
meeting of the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency held on the 22nd day of October 
2020, of which meeting all Directors were notified and at which meeting a quorum was present at all 
times and acting. 

Dated: _______________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
Clerk of the Board of Directors of the Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency, 
County of Sonoma, State of California 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

TO:  Board of Directors 
FROM:   Ann DuBay, Administrator, and Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach staff 
SUBJECT: Rural Community Project 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary: The Proposition 68 grant-funded Rural Community Engagement project is underway. This 
item provides an update on the proposed schedule, and seeks Board approval for the Chair to appoint a 
liaison to the project.
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Background 
With funding from the California Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal Protection and Outdoor Access 
for All Act of 2018 (Proposition 68), the Agency kicked off a rural community engagement program. The 
goal of the project – which is underway in all three Sonoma County GSAs – is educating and engaging 
rural residents on issues related to SGMA, the GSP, groundwater concerns and potential funding 
sources. 

At its June meeting, the Board approved a contract with the SCI Consulting Group, whose team includes 
Stephen Groner & Associates (SGA) and Larry Walker Associates (LWA). 

Project Timeline 
The project is being conducted jointly with the other two Sonoma County GSAs. Major contract tasks 
include the following components: 

• Research: SCI proposes a two-prong approach that includes (1) a survey mailed to each rural
resident with a postage paid return form, followed by (2) one focus group in each basin to
identify major themes and to test questions and messaging, plus two additional all-basin focus
groups that will discuss cross-basin questions relevant to specific stakeholders;

• Development and implementation of engagement campaign: Based on the research findings,
the Consultant will develop a program to educate and engage rural residents about the
Groundwater Sustainability Plan and groundwater issues;

• Funding analysis: Based on the research, the Consultant will provide an analysis of rural
residents’ concerns and ideas regarding potential future funding sources.

The RFP envisioned the research beginning in mid-August, with implementation beginning in December 
and continuing through March. However, both the COVID-19 health emergency and the looming 
presidential election are raising questions regarding the timeline. At an early September kick-off 
meeting, staff and consultants agreed upon the following schedule: 

• Spend September and October gathering documents and developing the mail survey, which will
be released post-election in early to mid-November;
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• Survey analysis in December and January;
• Conduct focus groups in January and February (in person if possible), exploring issues and

concerns raised in surveys;
• Develop engagement campaign based on research in February/March; and
• Engagement will begin in April/May timeframe.

Possible Issues 
The release of the survey is timed to avoid confusion with the November election and holiday mail. 
However, if election results are uncertain and emotions are running high, the survey release could be 
delayed, to ensure that feelings regarding the overall election don’t unduly influence survey responses. 
If the survey isn’t released until January, the schedule will either be revised (with focus groups taking 
place first) or delayed. 

Social distancing protocols will likely make it difficult to conduct traditional focus groups. The Consultant 
is considering a couple of alternatives. One option is to hold two smaller and shorter virtual focus groups 
(perhaps with 4-5 people for one hour) in each basin, rather than one larger, longer focus group (8-10 
people for two hours). Another option is to conduct interviews with multiple rural residents, chosen to 
reflect rural demographics and interests. 

Santa Rosa Plain GSA has faced multiple delays in implementing its Groundwater User Registration 
Program. Staff hopes to bring the final program form and website to its Advisory Committee and Board 
for review in October, and to mail out a registration awareness letter to all groundwater users in late fall 
or early winter. SCI is aware of the timing, and will work with staff in the Santa Rosa Plain basin to 
ensure that the mail survey complements and references the registration program. 

Because the GSA Boards meet every other month, and decisions on timing, schedule and survey 
questions will be need to be made relatively rapidly, staff and the consultant recommend that each 
Board appoint a liaison to provide guidance and feedback. It is anticipated that 90-minute calls would be 
held monthly with the liaisons from the three boards, from October through March (and possibly later 
into the spring). 

Staff Recommendation 
Authorize the Chair to appoint a liaison to the rural community engagement project. 

Fiscal Information 
The project is funded through Proposition 68 grant-funded services and is included in the FY 2020-21 
budget adjustments. 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
Andrea Rodriguez, Outreach, 707-521-1837, andrea.rodriguez@scwa.ca.gov 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Action Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator 
SUBJECT: Board-appointed Advisory Committee Members 

Summary: The three-year term of Board-appointed Advisory Committee members ends this fall. This 
item requests Board feedback and possible reappointment of the following Advisory Committee seats: 
agricultural interests, business community interests, environmental interests, and rural residential 
interests. 

Background 
Section 8.02 of the Joint Powers Authority (JPA) creating the Agency requires the creation of an Advisory 
Committee to the Board. Exhibit B of the JPA describes in detail the composition, terms, roles and duties 
of Advisory Committee members. 

In addition to each member agency appointing an Advisory Committee member, the Committee 
includes the following five interest-based seats, which are appointed by the Board: 

• Agricultural
• Business
• Environmental
• Rural residential
• At-large

The JPA requires the interest-based appointees to serve for three-years during their first term, with 
subsequent terms being two years. (The member-agency appointees served a first term of two years. 
The staggered terms were intended to avoid a situation in which an entirely new group of Advisory 
Committee members had to be appointed.) 

In 2017, the Board conducted a robust application and selection process to fill the five interest-based 
seats. Applicants were encouraged to provide letters of recommendations from community 
organizations to ensure that they were qualified to represent their stated interests. More than 15 
people applied – many with multiple recommendations. The following people have or currently fill the 
interest-based seats: 
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SEAT ORIGINAL 
APPOINTMENT 

CURRENT 
APPOINTMENT 

YEAR APPOINTED 

Agriculture Russ Ahlgrim Drew Buechley 2018 
Business Andy Rodgers Andy Rodgers 2019 
Environment John Shribbs John Shribbs 2017 
Rural Residential Clayton Engstrom Clayton Engstrom 2017 
At-Large Scott Tweten Rebecca Ng 2020 

Current Issue 
The Board has the option of reappointing current members or re-opening the application process to 
solicit new members. Following consultation with the Chair, staff recommends that the Board consider 
reappointment of the current Advisory Committee members who are interested in serving another term 
for the following reasons: 

• There is a significant learning curve for new Advisory Committee members, as they learn about
the basin, SGMA, the Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) and become familiar with other
stakeholders;

• The draft GSP is in a critical phase of development, and the Advisory Committee members are in
the midst of providing significant feedback on technical and policy issues; and

• All of the current interest-based members have provided valuable feedback and contributions
and are engaged with the stakeholders they represent.

All appointees have been contacted and expressed interest in filling a new two-year term. 

Alternatively, if the Board would like to solicit new committee members, the appointment process can 
be opened, and staff will bring recommendations to the Board in December. 

Type of Vote Required 
Majority. 

Fiscal Information 
None. 

Staff Recommendation 
Reappoint the current interest-based Advisory Committee members. 

List of Attachments 
None. 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-524-8378, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
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Petaluma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Information Item 

TO: Board of Directors 
FROM: Ann DuBay, Administrator, and Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager 
SUBJECT: Administrator and Plan Manager Report 

Summary: The purpose of this item is to provide updates on any major developments or milestones 
since the last Board Meeting, and any significant upcoming activities. All of the items reported are 
carried out in coordination with Member Agency staff and with other Sonoma County Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies.  

Administrator & Plan Manager 
Many activities have been defined by the Groundwater Sustainability Plan Sustainable Management 
Criteria work, the COVID-19 public health emergency and recent wildfires, and we continue to address 
the challenges of: 

• Staffing, as outreach staff and Administrator provide extensive support to the County
Emergency Operations Center, and as other staff work from home. Solutions include loaning
equipment to telecommuting staff, expanding the number of VPNS (which allow staff to access
files and desktop), assessing family/childcare needs, and coordinating with consultants on
continuity of operations;

• Communications through ongoing, regularly scheduled meetings via email, phone and web
applications; and

• Soliciting Advisory Committee and public feedback on complex technical questions regarding
sustainable management criteria through revised meeting and facilitation plans, utilizing new
meeting tools, and revising the website to make GSP information more easily accessible.

Administrator 
In addition to the above, September and October activities included: 

• Worked with consultants and outreach staff on rural community engagement campaign;
• Worked with outreach staff on Monthly Updates and website updates;
• Facilitated Inter-basin coordination meetings with all-GSA staff;
• Working with technical staff and facilitator on ongoing Sustainable Management Criteria process

and solicitation of feedback; and
• Assisting with preparation for and follow-up to the September and October Advisory Committee

meetings.
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Upcoming activity highlights: 

• Preparation for November Advisory Committee meeting;
• Ongoing efforts on community engagement campaign;
• Inter-basin coordination;
• Continued work on groundwater registration program; and
• Assisting technical staff with meetings and SMCs.

Plan Manager 
September and October activities of technical staff and consultants (GSP team) include: 

• Sustainable Management Criteria: Ongoing development of draft technical methodology
proposals for SMCs based on basin conditions, existing data, examples/precedence from other
basins, and AC input.  Work has commenced on all SMCs (except groundwater storage) and is at
various levels of development, with seawater intrusion and subsidence drafts completed;
groundwater levels and water quality well underway; and interconnected surface water the
focus of a practitioners working group. The groundwater storage SMC is being deferred until the
water budget and the groundwater declines are more developed.

• Water Budget: Work continues with staff and consultant Montgomery & Associates on the
development of the water balance to reflect historical and current conditions in addition to
projecting future conditions based on forecasted climate and land use. The numerical model is a
key tool for this assessment and is being refined by the USGS and GSP team.

• Development of Monitoring Networks: The team is continuing its work on the Representative
Monitoring Point (RMP) Network. RMPs are a required component of groundwater sustainability
plans in order to ensure basin conditions are adequately monitored for measurable thresholds
and objectives. RMPs must meet certain criteria established by DWR to ensure representative
data is obtained from each of these monitoring points. In addition to the draft RMP network,
staff has been establishing a recommended network of additional points (e.g., wells, stream
gages) to assess groundwater conditions in other areas, including adjacent to the basin (e.g.,
other basins or upper watershed areas).

• Four practitioner’s workgroups (each funded by Prop. 68 grant). The workgroups began meeting
in June and three of them are close to completing their work. These groups are comprised of
subject matter experts (including federal, state, and local agencies and NGOs), who are assisting
staff on the following technical issues: future rural residential water demands; future
agricultural water demands; surface water – groundwater interactions and groundwater-
dependent ecosystems.

• Communications with USGS regarding basin study; and
• Preparation for and follow up to Advisory Committee meetings.

Upcoming activity highlights: 

• Implementation of Proposition 68 technical tasks, including planning for permitting and access
arrangements for monitoring well construction and amending Sonoma Water’s existing contract
with the GSA to incorporate the scope and budget for the Proposition 68 grant. The amended
agreement will also include services to be performed by Permit Sonoma for well/database
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information upgrades and subconsultants for monitoring well construction and geophysical 
surveys;  

• Providing ongoing staff support to practitioners’ workgroups;
• Ongoing work on developing technical methodologies for water quality SMC;
• Ongoing coordination between the GSP team and the USGS to complete the groundwater model

and develop the water budget;
• Refinement of the RMP network;
• Communications with USGS regarding finalizing basin study; and
• Preparation for and follow up to Advisory Committee meetings.

Staff Recommendation 
Information only. 

Fiscal Information 
None. 

Contact 
Ann DuBay, Administrator, 707-322-8185, ann.dubay@scwa.ca.gov 
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager, 707-484-7754, jay.jasperse@scwa.ca.gov 
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